ATTENTION: This course requires consent of instructor. See Him Registration Week in 4123 Humanities.

History 572-003

Mosse

Undergraduate Studies in European History: History of Sexual Identity

Michael Foucault, The History of Sexuality (Vintage) Also on reserve

Jeffrey Weeks (coming out) Homosexual Politics in Britain, etc. (Quarter Books, London and New York)

Sigmund Freud, Sexuality and the Psychology of Love (Collier Books or any other paperback) Also on reserve

D.H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley's Lover (Bantam)

Rupert Brooke, Collected Poems with a Memoir by Edward Marsh (point out the Memoir is vital not the poems), reserve and paperback by Widgewick and Jackson in London, but also published in paper in USA)

Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology (Bollingen)